Effect of 2MEGA labeling on membrane proteome analysis using LC-ESI QTOF MS.
One of the challenges associated with large-scale proteome analysis using tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) and automated database searching is to reduce the number of false positive identifications without sacrificing the number of true positives found. In this work, a systematic investigation of the effect of 2MEGA labeling (N-terminal dimethylation after lysine guanidination) on the proteome analysis of a membrane fraction of an Escherichia coli cell extract by 2-dimensional liquid chromatography MS/MS is presented. By a large-scale comparison of MS/MS spectra of native peptides with those from the 2MEGA-labeled peptides, the labeled peptides were found to undergo facile fragmentation with enhanced a1 or a1-related (a(1)-17 and a(1)-45) ions derived from all N-terminal amino acids in the MS/MS spectra; these ions are usually difficult to detect in the MS/MS spectra of nonderivatized peptides. The 2MEGA labeling alleviated the biased detection of arginine-terminated peptides that is often observed in MALDI and ESI MS experiments. 2MEGA labeling was found not only to increase the number of peptides and proteins identified but also to generate enhanced a1 or a1-related ions as a constraint to reduce the number of false positive identifications. In total, 640 proteins were identified from the E. coli membrane fraction, with each protein identified based on peptide mass and sequence match of one or more peptides using MASCOT database search algorithm from the MS/MS spectra generated by a quadrupole time-of-flight mass spectrometer. Among them, the subcellular locations of 336 proteins are presently known, including 258 membrane and membrane-associated proteins (76.8%). Among the classified proteins, there was a dramatic increase in the total number of integral membrane proteins identified in the 2MEGA-labeled sample (153 proteins) versus the unlabeled sample (77 proteins).